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The 2-terminal one-to-any problem, which arises in the design of layout systems, is the problem 
of assigning each one of n terminals positioned on the upper row of a channel (called entry ter- 
minals) to one of m terminals positioned on the lower row (called exit terminals) so that the 
resulting channel routing problem has minimum density. An optimal solution to this problem is 
known [1]. In this paper we consider a natural generalization, the 2-color one-to-any problem, 
in which we have two types of entry terminals, red and blue ones, and exit terminals can be assign- 
ed to either type of entry terminal. Red and blue nets created by our algorithm are allowed to 
run on top of each other in the routing, and the density is defined as the larger of the red density 
and the blue density. Its minimization is an interesting combinatorial problem. We show how to 
compute the best achievable density in O(n + m) time, and an assignment achieving this density 
in O((n + m)log(n + m)) time. 
Keywords. Analysis of algorithms, channel routing, data structures, density, terminal assign- 
ments. 
1. Introduction 
The 2-terminal one-to-any terminal assignment problem is that of assigning each 
one of n entry terminals positioned on the upper row of a channel to one of m exit 
terminals positioned on the lower row so that the resulting channel routing problem 
(CRP) consisting of n nets has minimum density. This problem arises in the design 
of layout systems for integrated circuits: When it is irrelevant which exit terminal 
an entry terminal is connected to (or when the modules associated with the exit ter- 
minals can be arranged in any order), this freedom should be used to generate a
CRP that requires minimum width between the two rows in the subsequent routing 
stage [5,6]. For a number of routing models the channel width required by a routing 
algorithm is proportional to the density of the CRP [4,7,9]. In [1] we presented an 
algorithm that computes, in O(n+m) time, the best achievable density for a 
2-terminal one-to-any problem, as well as an assignment achieving this density. 
This paper considers a natural generalization to the above problem, namely the 
2-color one-to-any problem, in which we have two types of entry terminals, red and 
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blue ones, and exit terminals can be assigned to either type of entry terminals. The 
assignment of an exit terminal to a red (resp. blue) entry terminal creates a red (resp. 
blue) net. This generalization has an interesting combinatorial structure, and it is 
motivated by wiring models that consist of multiple layers which allow red and blue 
nets to be routed independently on different layers. Thus, the density to be minimiz- 
ed is defined differently from the 1-color problem. We show how to compute the 
optimal density for a 2-color problem in O(n + m) time, and how to obtain an 
assignment achieving the optimal density in O((n + m)log(n + m)) time. 
Before giving a more formal definition of the 2-color problem, we define the 
(1-color) one-to-any problem. The positions of n entry terminals on the upper row 
of the channel are p~, ...,pn, 1 <_p~ < ... <pn<_M, and the positions of m exit ter- 
minals on the lower row of the channel are ql, ..., qm, 1 _< ql, ..-, qm <- M, m >_ n. We 
have to compute a one-to-one fuction f , f :  [1 :n]-~[1 :m], so that the CRP con- 
sisting of the pairs, called nets, (P l ,  qf(l)), " " ,  (Pn, qf(n)) has minimum density. The 
density d of a CRP is the maximum over all x of the number of nets (Pi, qfo)) for 
which  Pi <- x< qf(i) or qf(i) > x>_ Pi. An equivalent formulation of the 1-color one-to- 
any problem is the following: The pi's and qi's correspond to positions on a 
horizontal line, and the problem is to create n intervals whose endpoints are Pi and 
qfti), l<_i<_n, so that the amount of overlap between the created intervals is 
minimized. (The overlap is the largest number of intervals cut by any vertical ine, 
and it corresponds to the density in our terminology.) 
The dynamic (1-color) one-to-any problem is that of maintaining, on-line, 
the optimal density when exit and entry terminals are added and deleted. In 
Section 2 of this paper we sketch a data structure which solves this problem in 
O(log(m ÷ n)) time per insertion/deletion, and uses O(n + m) space. This data struc- 
ture will be a useful tool in Sections 3 and 4, which present he solution to the 
2-color one-to-any problem. A precise definition of the 2-color one-to-any problem 
follows. 
In the 2-color one-to-anyproblem every entry terminal is either of type red or type 
blue, while exit terminals are all of the same type and can be assigned to either a 
red entry terminal or to a blue one. The routing algorithm, which follows our assign- 
ment algorithm, allows nets of different ype to be routed independently (i.e., they 
can run on top of each other). Therefore, the density to be minimized by our 
algorithm is defined as the larger of the density for the red nets and that for the blue 
nets. More formally, let the positions of the red entry terminals be al , . . . ,  ar, and 
the positions of the blue entry terminals be b~, ...,bs, r+s=n,  and let the m exit 
terminals be ql,---,qm, m >>_n. We now have to compute two one-to-one functions 
f and g, f :  [1 : r] ~ [1 : m] and g : [ 1 : s] ~ [1 : m] with f ( i )  :/: g(j) for every i and j, so 
that the 2-color CRP consisting of the red nets (a l ,  qf(l)), "--, (at, qf(r)) and the blue 
nets (bl, qgo)), .--, (bs, qg(s)) has minimum red/blue density. The red~blue density of 
a CRP is the larger of da and db, where da is the density of the red nets and d b is 
the density of the blue nets. Just as for the 1-color problem, this problem can also 
be phrased in terms of intervals on a line: It can be viewed as the problem of creating 
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r red intervals {al,qf(l)} " ' "  {ar, qf(r)} and s blue intervals {bl,qg(l)} "'" {bs, qg(s)} so 
as to minimize the larger of the red overlap and the blue overlap. (Note that {x, y} 
does not imply x < y.) 
Fig. l(a) shows an assignment having a red/blue density of 4, while Fig. l(b) 
shows an optimal assignment having a red/blue density of 2. Observe that, in Fig. 
l(a), assigning ql to al and q2 to a2 makes it impossible to achieve red/blue density 
2, while a red/blue density of 3 is still possible. In the 2-color problem red and blue 
terminals compete for exit terminals, and the strategy will be to assign an exit ter- 
minal to the color that 'needs it more'. We show how to compute the optimal 
red/blue density a in O(n + m) time, and how to generate in O((n + m)log(n + m)) 
time an assignment of entry to exit terminals that achieves d. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some terminology and we describe a data structure 
for solving the dynamic 1-color one-to-any problem. Recall that in this problem we 
maintain the value of the smallest achievable density of a one-to-any problem when 
al  a2 bl  a3 b2 b3 b4 b5 
i i  • • • • 
• % • • 
I I • • • • 
I I • • • • 
I I I  • • • % 
I I  I • • • • 
• • ••  • 
ql  q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 
(a) assignment with da=l and db--4 
al  a2 bl  a3 b2 b3 b4 b5 
:ii 
ql  q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 
(b) assignment with d,,=2 and db=2 
Fig. 1. 
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entry and exit terminals are added and deleted. Our implementation uses a balanced 
tree structure and supports each operation in O(log(n + m)) time. We also make use 
of a result described by the authors in reference [1] which is briefly summarized 
next. 
Definition 2.1. For all x and y, 1 <<_x<_y<_M, we define up(x,y) to be the number of 
entry terminals whose position is >x  and _<y. We define down(x,y) to be the number 
of exit terminals whose position is >x  and <y. Let out(x, y) = up(x, y) - down(x, y). 
Intuitively, if out(x, y) is positive, it is equal to the number of entry terminals bet- 
ween and including x and y that have to be assigned to exit terminals at positions 
<x  or >y.  In [1] we have shown that d, the optimal density for a 1-color one-to-any 
problem, can be expressed as in Lemma 2.2 and computed in O(n + m) time. 
Lemma 2.2. d = max{maxx, y Fout(x, y)/2 7, maxx out(l, x), maXx out(x, M)}. 
Our solution to the dynamic one-to-any problem uses a balanced binary tree T 
[2] whose leaves contain the positions of entry and exit terminals merged together 
in sorted order. The entries of each internal node v in T contain, in addition to the 
usual balanced tree entries, information about the density of the one-to-any pro- 
blem consisting of the entry and exit terminals currently stored in the subtree rooted 
at v. To store this information each node v contains four integer entries l(v), re(v), 
r(v), and c(v). Let x0(res p. Y0) be the position of the leftmost (resp. rightmost) ter- 
minal in the subtree of v. Note that x0 (resp. Y0) may coincide with an entry ter- 
minal, with an exit terminal, or with both. Then, 
l(v)= max out(Xo, X), 
xo<_x<_ yo 
r(v)= max out(x, Yo), 
xo<x<Yo 
m(v) = max out(x, y), 
xo<_x<_y<_yo 
c( v) = out(Xo, Yo). 
If v is the root, then it follows from Lemma 2.2 that 3= max{ Fm(v)/2], l(v), r(v)}. 
The above definitions of l(v), r(v), m(v), and c(v) imply that, if w I and w2 are the 
left and right child of v, respectively, then: 
l(v) = max(i(wl), c(wl) +/(w2)), 
r(v) = max(r(w2), r(wl ) + c(w2)), 
m(v) = max(m(wl), m(w2), r(wl) +/(WE)), 
C(V) = C(WI) + ¢(W2). 
The correctness of the above relationships follows from the definition of the four 
entries. The relationships allow us to compute, in time O(1), the information about 
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the density at a node from that at its children. This means that the effect of an addi- 
tion or deletion of a terminal on the optimal density can be propagated from the 
appropriate leaf to the root in time proportional to the height of the tree (further 
implementation details are left to the reader). It follows that each operation can be 
performed in O(log(n + m)) time, where n is the number of entry terminals and m 
the number of exit terminals currently in the tree. 
3. A preliminary algorithm for the 2-color problem 
In this section we present an O((n+m)log(n+m)) time algorithm, called the 
verification algorithm, which determines, for any given integer d, whether a 2-color 
one-to-any problem has a solution of red/blue density _d .  The verification 
algorithm immediately leads to an O((n + m)log(n + m)log d) time algorithm for 
computing the optimal density d and an optimal assignment (i.e., one achieving d) 
by log d applications of the verification algorithm. In the next section we show how 
to compute d in O(n + m) time and thus eliminate the log(n + m)log d factor in the 
time complexity for computing d. Without loss of generality we can consider 
assignments in which no two red (resp. blue) nets cross each other; i.e., if i<j  then 
f ( i )<f ( j )  (resp. g(i)<g(j)). This is easily seen by noting that whenever two red 
(resp. blue) nets (xi, q~) and (xj, qB) with Xi<~X j cross  each other, replacing these 
two nets by (xi, qa) and (xj, qa) cannot increase the red (resp. blue) density. We first 
define some additional terminology. 
By a (partial) assignment Pi, j,t, i+j<l,  we mean one in which every one of the 
i + j  entry terminals al,.. . ,  ai and bl, ..., bj has been assigned an exit terminal, and 
qt is the rightmost assigned exit terminal. In other words, qt is assigned to either a i 
or bj, and all ak's that are  >a i and bk's that are >by have no exit terminal assigned 
to them yet. By convention, P0,0,0 denotes the empty assignment. We omit the 
subscripts in P~,j,t when their value is irrelevant or is clear from the context. 
Definition 3.1. If i= r, then assignment Pij, t is red-complete, i f j=s ,  then it is blue- 
complete, and if both i = r and j =s, then we simply say that it is complete. An 
assignment Pi, j,t is a d-assignment if the red/blue density resulting from the i+j 
nets created so far is _< d. 
Definition 3.2. A d-assignment Pi, j,t is left-compressed if the following property 
holds for every net (v, w) in Pi, j,t: If q is an unassigned exit terminal to the left of 
w, then replacing (v, w) by (v, q) would cause the density to exceed d. 
It should be clear that if there exists a d-assignment, then there exists one which is 
left-compressed. From now on all assignments, whether they are partial or com- 
plete, are assumed to be left-compressed. 
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Definition 3.3. An assignment/5 is an extension of Pi, j,t i f /5 is identical to Pi, j,t 
after all the nets that use an exit terminal at a position >qt have been removed 
from/5. 
If P is an assignment in which entry terminal v and exit terminal w are both 
unassigned, then P+ (v, w) denotes the assignment obtained by adding the net (v, w) 
to P. Similarly, if (v, w) is a net in assignment P, then P -  (v, w) denotes the result 
of removing (v, w) from P. 
Informally, the verification algorithm works by scanning simultaneously each of 
the three input lists: the list of the red entry terminals, the list of the blue entry ter- 
minals, and the list of the exit terminals. At each exit terminal we decide whether 
to assign it to the red entry terminal currently scanned, to the blue entry terminal 
currently scanned, or to leave it unassigned. In order to make this decision we com- 
pute a red and a blue label whose meanings are discussed below. 
The red label, called a, and the blue label, called/~, of the exit terminal qk+l 
with respect o the d-assignment Pid, t, l<_k, are defined when the following two 
conditions hold: 
CI: Pi, j,t can be extended into a red-complete assignment P1 whose red 
density is _<d (recall that in P1 we are allowed to use the exit terminals 
qf(l), qf(2), -'-, qf(i), qk + 1, qk + 2, " " ,  qm), and 
C2: Pi, j,t can be extended into a blue-complete assignment P2 whose blue density 
is _<d. 
If C1 and C2 are true, then the red label a is one of {yes, no, #}.  It is no if 
Pij, t+ (ai+ 1, qk+ z) has density d+ 1. Observe that the fact that a red-complete 
assignment P1 exists implies qk+l<a i+ l  (this in turn implies that P I  does not use 
qk+ 1). If the red label a is not no, it is either yes or # : It is yes if P1 has to make 
use of qk+ 1 in order to achieve red density _d ,  and it is # otherwise. Intuitively, 
# can be thought of as a 'don't care' symbol, in the sense that P1 doesn't have to 
make use of qk + 1, but it can if it wants to. The blue label fl is defined in a similar 
way. The label of qk+ 1 with respect o the d-assignment P j, t is then the pair (a, fl). 
For example, in Fig. l(b) PI, 1,2 = {(al, ql), (bl, q2)} is a 2-assignment, and the label 
of q3 with respect o PI, 1,2 is (#,  yes). 
Throughout, we assume that conditions C1 and C2 are satisfied at the beginning 
of the algorithm; i.e., the label of q~ is defined. This initial check for C1 and C2 
can be done in O(n + m) time [1]. 
As already mentioned, the verfication algorithm creates nets while scanning the 
channel from left to right. The outline of the verification algorithm is given in Fig. 
2. The algorithm uses a procedure label(qk+ 1) which returns two values, a and ,6, 
and whose meanings have been discussed above. The implementation of procedure 
label will be discussed later in this section. Variable NETS used in Fig. 2 contains 
the set of nets created so far by the algorithm. At any time the assignment consisting 
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begin 
i,j,k := O; 
NETS := ~; 
(~)  := label (qk+l); 
while (tx,~);~(yes ,yes ) and (i ( r  or j (s) do 
begin 
if t~---'yes then 
begin 
NETS := NETS +(ai+ l,q~+1); 
i := i+1 
end 
else if [L---yes then 
begin 
NETS := NETS +(bj+I,qk+I); 
j := j+l  
end 
else if t~=# then 
begin 
NETS := NETS+(ai+1,qk+l); 
i "= i+1 
end 
else if [3=# then 
begin 
NETS := NETS +(bj+I,qk+1); 
j :=j+l  
end; 
k := k+l; 
(tx,~) := label(qk+l) 
end; 
if (oq~)=(yes ,yes ) then write("No Complete d-Assignment Exists") 
else output NETS 
end. 
Fig. 2. Outline of the verification algorithm. 
of the nets in NETS has the left-compressed property and it has red/blue density 
_<d. Suppose that the algorithm has computed a d-assignment Pi, j,t (which is 
recorded in NETS)  and that qk+1 is the next exit terminal to be considered, l<_k. 
In order to decide what to do with qk+l (i.e., whether to assign it to ai+l, to bj+l, 
or to leave it unassigned), the algorithm computes the label (a, fl) of  qk+l with 
respect o P~j,t. If both a and fl are yes, then the algorithm stops with failure (i.e., 
it reports that there is no complete d-assignement). If one o f  a or fl (but not both) 
is yes, then qk+l must be assigned to the color whose label is yes. I f  tt = # and 
B=no (resp. a=no and B = #) ,  qk+l is assigned to ai+ i (resp. by+i ). If both a and 
/~ equal # ,  the algorithm assigns qk+l tO ai÷l (we will show in Lemma 3.4 that it 
does not matter whether ai+ 1 or bj+ 1 is chosen). If both a and B equal no, then the 
scan 'skips' qk+l. In all cases the algorithm continues with exit terminal qk÷2 (ex- 
cept, of course, when it stops with failure). 
Observe that conditions C1 and C2 remain both satisfied (i.e., a red- and a blue- 
complete assignment exists) until the moment he algorithm stops with failure. This 
follows from the way the algorithm works: It stops with failure because both P1 
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and P2  'need' qk+l in order to achieve red/blue density _<d. Correctness of the 
above outlined algorithm is a consequence of the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.4. Let Pi, j,t be a d-assignment and let the scan be at ai, bj and qk, l<k. 
Suppose that this current d-assignment P can be extended into a complete d- 
assignment, and let (a, fl) be the label o f  qk+l with respect to P. I f  (a, f l)e 
{(yes, #),(yes, no) , (#,no) , (#,  #)}, then P+(ai+l,q,+l)  can be extended into a 
completed-assignment. Symmetrically, i f  ( a, fl) ~ {(#,yes), (no, yes), (no, #), (#, #)}, 
then P+ (bj÷ 1,qk+ 1) can be extended into a complete d-assignment. 
Proof. The only nontrivial part of the lemma is proving that, if (a,/~) = ( #,  #) ,  then 
it does not matter whether we assign qt+l to ai+ 1 or to b j+ 1. Either choice results 
in a d-assignment which can still be extended to a complete d-assignment. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that ai+ 1 < bj+ 1. 
First we show that P+(ai+l,qk+l) can be extended into a complete d- 
assignment. Let/5 be a complete d-assignment that is an extension of P. Note that, 
since/5 is left-compressed and (a, f l )=(#,  #) ,  qk+l is assigned to either ai+l or 
bj+ 1- If, in/5, qk+ 1 is assigned to ai+ 1, then we are done. Hence, suppose that qk+ 1 
is assigned to bj+ 1 and that qk+h is assigned to ai+ 1, h>l .  Since /5 is left- 
compressed, there are no unassigned exit terminals between q~+l and qk+h, and 
qk+2,..-, qk+h- 1 are assigned to the blue terminals bj+2, .... bj÷h_ 1, respectively. 
See Fig. 3(a). Suppose we replace the net (ai+ 1, qk+h) by (ai+ 1, qk+ l) and remove 
(bj+l,qk+l); i.e., ai+l 'grabs' qk+l away from bj+l. This does not cause the red 
density to exceed d since a = #.  But it leaves bj+l without an assigned exit ter- 
minal, and frees qk ÷ h for possible use by the blue terminals. We now show how we 
can 'patch up' the situation for the blue terminals without causing the blue density 
to exceed d: remove the nets (bj+2, qk+2),-- - ,  (bj+h-1, qk+h-1), and create the nets 
(bj+ 1, qk+2),- - - ,  (bj+h-1, qk+h), in that order. See Fig. 3(b). We claim that this does 
not cause the blue density to exceed d. Suppose to the contrary that it does, i.e. sup- 
pose that the blue density first exceeds d following the addition of the net 
(bj+u, qk+,+l) for some 1 <_u<_h-1. We distinguish two cases: 
Case (i): qk +,, + 1 < bj+ u. In this case d blue entry terminals at positions > qk +, ÷ l 
and <bj+u are assigned to exit terminals to the left of qg+,,+ l- In/5, these d blue 
entry terminals as well as bj+u were all assigned to exit terminals to the left of 
qk+,+l- This implies that in /5  the blue density at column qk+u+l (i.e., between 
position qk+,+l and qk+,,+l+ 1) was d+l ,  a contradiction. 
Case (ii): qk+,+l >bj+,. Since assigning qk+u+l to bj+ u causes the blue density 
to exceed d, there must be a column x, bj+ u -X< qk + u +1, such that the number of 
blue nets that cross column x from left to right is already equal to d. It is not hard 
to see that x>qk+ 1. Let 0 be the number of blue entry terminals that are at posi- 
tions >_ bi+ 1 and <x,  and let y be the number of exit terminals that are at positions 
> qk+l and _x .  Then we have 0-y___ d+ 1. Thus, even if all the exit terminals to 
the right of qk÷l are colored blue, there is no hope of assigning bj÷ 1,---, bs to exit 
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ai+l ai+2 bj+l bj+2 . . .  bj+h-2 bj-h-1 bj+h 
qk+l qk+2 qk+3 . . .  qk+h-2 qk+h-1 qk+h 
(a) before 
ai+l ai+2 bj+l bj+2 . . .  bj+h-2 bj-h-1 bj+h 
/ ', , ,  " , ,  " . . .  
/ , , ,  - ,  - . .  
• , , ,  -, -.. 
I t %~ % 
qk+l qk+2 qk+3 . . .  qk+h-2 qk+h-1 qk+h 
(b) after 
Fig. 3. 
terminals without the blue density exceeding d. In other words, qk+~ is needed by 
the blue terminals. This implies that fl, the blue label of qk + 1 with respect o P and 
d, equals yes, a contradiction. 
In a similar way, one can show that P+ (bj+ l, qk+ l) can also be extended into a 
complete d-assignment. [] 
Now that we proved its correctness, we turn our attention to the implementation 
of the verification algorithm. To show that it can be implemented to run in time 
O((m + n)log(m + n)), it clearly suffices to show that, whenever the algorithm needs 
a label (u, fl), such a label can be computed in time O(log(m + n)). We outline below 
how to compute label tt in O(log(r + m)) time. The computation of label fl is similar. 
Determining whether or=no, i.e., density d is exceeded by assigning ai+ 1 to 
qk+l, can be done in 0(1) time, as follows. Consider first the case when 
qk+l< ai+l. Let at be the leftmost red entry terminal with at>qk+l.  We set a = no 
if i - l+  1 =d.  Now consider the case when qk+l>ai+l.  Let a t be the leftmost red 
entry terminal with qf(l)>ai+l. We set a= no if i -1+ 1 =d. Note that the second 
case is mentioned here only for completeness ake: the verification algorithm would 
have stopped already with failure at qt-~ or earlier. 
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If a ,: no, then we determine whether it is yes or # in the following way. We use 
a tree structure Ta as described in Section 2. The leaves of Ta contain, in left to 
right order, the merge of the two sets al, ..., ar and qfo),'", qf(i), qk+ l, qk+2, ..-, qm" 
T,, answers the following query in O(log(r+ m)) time: Can al, ..., ar be assigned to 
the exit terminals currently in Ta excluding qk ÷1 without exceeding a red density of 
d? To implement the query we simulate the effect of deleting qk+l from T a on the 
red density stored in the root of Ta. If the red density increases to d+ 1, then the 
label of qk+l is yes. Otherwise it is # .  When the algorithm decides to assign the 
exit terminal qk + 1 to a blue entry terminal, qk + 1 is deleted from T a, and the entries 
in the nodes of Ta are updated as described in Section 2. This concludes the discus- 
sion of the verification algorithm. 
4. An efficient algorithm for the 2-Color Problem 
As already mentioned, the O((n+m)log(n+m)) time verification algorithm 
described in Section 3 immediately leads to an O((n+m)log(n+m)log d) time 
algorithm for computing the optimal density d and a d-assignment by log d applica- 
tions of the verification algorithm. The main result of this section is that the optimal 
density d can be computed in O(n + m) time. Hence, by first computing d and then 
using the verification algorithm once (rather than log d times), the assignment 
achieving density d can be computed in O((n + m)log(n + m)) time. 
We now define a quantity • which we will show to be equal to the optimal density 
of a 2-color problem. Let UPa(x, y), ups(x, y), down(x, y), outa(x, y), and outs(x, y) be 
defined as in Section 2 with respect to the red and blue entry terminals (i.e., 
UPa(X, y) is the number of red entry terminals whose position is >x  and < y). 
Definition 4.1. Let ~ be defined as follows: 
~=max IrnxaX lOUta(1, x), outs(l, x), ' uPa( l' x) + ups(l, x) - down(l, x'71 
max I °ut~x'Y) 1 °uts(x,Y)- I IUPa(X,y)+uPs(4Y)-down(x,Y)-I 
x,y ' 2 ' 
mxaX I°Uta(x' M)' °utb(x, M)' I UPa(x, M) + uPb(x, M) - d°wn(x, M) ] l 1 " 2  
It is not hard to see that ~ is a lower bound on the optimal density d; i.e., d_> #. 
We only go through the argument for the third term in the second line of the defini- 
tion of ~. If upa(x, y) + upb(x, y) > down(x, y), then at least upa(x, y) + upb(x, y) - 
down(x,y) red or blue entry terminals have to be assigned to exit terminals at 
positions <x  or >y.  The smallest density we can hope to achieve in columns x -  1 
and y, respectively, is obt#.aed by having the number of red entry terminals assigned 
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to such 'outside' exit terminals equal the number of blue entry terminals assigned 
to 'outside' exit terminals, and by having the number of red (resp. blue) entry 
terminals that choose an exit terminal at a position <x  equal to the number of red 
(resp. blue) entry terminals that choose one at a position >y. The proof that a is 
no smaller than the other terms in the definition of ~ is similar and is omitted. That 
d= q~ is far less obvious, and will be proved shortly. 
Lemma 4.2. q~ can be computed in O(n + m) time. 
Proof. The value of x maximizing the first and the third line in the definition of q~ 
can clearly be computed in O(n + m) time. That maX~;y OUta(X, y) can be computed 
in O(n + m) time follows from the following observation: If cl , . . . ,  cN is a sequence 
of positive and negative numbers, then finding an i and a j such that ~,Jk= i Ck is a 
maximum can be done in time O(N) (see [3] for a proof). The other two terms of 
line two are similarly computed in time O(m + n). [] 
We now prove that density q~ is achievable by showing that the verification 
algorithm described in Section 3 always succeeds in generating a complete q~- 
assignment. 
Lemma 4.3. d= q,. 
Proof. We have already pointed out that d_> q~, so it suffices to show that a com- 
plete q~-assignment exists. We now show that the verification algorithm of Section 
3 always succeeds in generating a complete q~-assignment. Suppose to the contrary 
that it stops with failure. Recall that the verification algorithm fails at ai+l,bj+l, 
and qk+1 having computed a ¢~-assignment Pi, j,l if the label of qk+l is (yes, yes). 
We claim that this cannot happen. 
That the label of qk+l is (yes, yes) implies that there is no solution of density 
_< ~b to the red (resp. blue) l-color one-to-any problem consisting of the entry ter- 
minals a~,...,ar (resp. b~,...,bs) and the exit terminals qfo),'",qf(i),qk+2,'",qm 
(resp. qgo),'",qgu),qk+2,'",qm)" There are two possible reasons why the red 
(resp. blue) label of qk+l is yes: 
Reason A. Without q~ +1, there are not enough remaining exit terminals for the 
remaining red (resp. blue) entry terminals; i.e., r -  i = m - k (resp. s - j  = m - k). 
Reason B. Even though there are enough exit terminals without qk+l; i.e., 
r - i>m-k  (resp. s - j>m-k) ,  qk+~ is needed in order to extend the current 
assignment into a red- (resp. blue-) complete one whose red (resp. blue) density is 
<#.  
Suppose that one or both of the two (red and blue) labels of qk + ~ is yes because 
of reason A. Consider the first instant of time during the scan at which the combin- 
ed number of remaining (i.e., not yet assigned to an exit terminal) red and blue entry 
terminals exceeded the number of remaining exit terminals (this must have happened 
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at some time). Suppose that this first happened when the scan was at au +1, by+l, 
and qw+l. We then had r -u+s-v=m-w+l .  Let qw+l-a be the rightmost 
unassigned exit terminal at a position <-qw+l whose label was (no, no) when the 
scan was at qw+~-a, 2 ___0. Note that such an exit terminal must exist (otherwise we 
have r+ s< m), and that every unassigned exit terminal at a position < qw+l had 
the label (no, no) when it was considered uring the scan. We now claim that 
qw + 1 - ~ < au + 1 and qw + 1 - ~ < by + 1- To prove the claim, simply note that if qw + 1 - 
is larger than min(au+l,bv+O, then the fact that its label is (no, no) means that 
min(au+l, by+ 1) cannot be assigned to qw+l-a or to any other exit terminal to its 
right without the density becoming ¢~ + 1. This implies that the label of qw+~-~ is 
not defined, a contradiction, and proves the claim. 
Now, since qw+l-a <au+l  and qw+l-a < by+l, the assignment Pu.v, ~ has to con- 
tain • red (resp. blue) entry terminals at positions >q~+l -a  that are assigned to 
exit terminals at position <qw+~-x- Let J (resp. y) be the number of red (resp. 
blue) entry terminals at positions < au + ~ (resp. < by + 1) that are assigned to an exit 
terminal at a position >qw+l -a  and <qw+l- Then, 
I upa(qw+l-~'M)+upb(qw+l-~'M)-d°wn(qw+l-~'M) 
= I (~+J+r -u)  +(~b+ y+s-v ) - ( J+  w)) 1 >¢"  
a contradiction. This shows that none of the two (red or blue) labels of qk + ~ is yes 
because of reason A. 
Now, assume that both labels of qk+l are yes because of reason B. Then con- 
sider the solution Sa of density ¢i to the red 1-color problem that assigns a~,..., a i 
to qy(l), ...,qyti), respectively, and each of ai+l, . . . ,a r to one of qk+l, "",qm in the 
left compressed fashion. Then we claim the following about Sa: 
(a) Sa contains at least one column Xa of density ¢i with xa >- qk + 1 and where the 
nets achieving density ~b are right nets; i.e., they have their entry terminal at a posi- 
tion ---xa and their exit terminal at a position >xa. 
(b) Let Xa be the leftmost column in Sa satisfying property (a). Then, in S,, all 
exit terminals at positions >__ qk+l and <-Xa are assigned to red entry terminals. 
The proof  of the claim is straightforward and is omitted. Let xb be defined 
analogously for the blue 1-color problem. Without loss of generality we assume 
X~<-Xb. 
Let bj+l+r+~ be the rightmost blue entry terminal at a position ---xb. Since all 
exit terminals between qk+l and xb are assigned to blue entry terminals in Sb, the 
rightmost exit terminal <xb is qk+l+y. Let ai+l+~,+~ be the rightmost red entry 
terminal at a position <__x, and let ai+l+&, + ¢'+,~2 be the rightmost entry terminal at 
a position -<xb; i.e., there are J2 red entry terminals between xa+ 1 and xb. Assume 
first that all exit terminals to the left of qk+l are assigned; i.e., i+ j=k .  Then, 
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- uPa(1 ,Xb) + UPb(l, Xb) -- down(l, Xb) 1 
! 2 
= [ i+ l  +t~l+~+t~2+j+l+2 7+~-( i+ j+1+7) ]  
I t~l + t~2 +2~+1 ] = ~ > ¢~, a contradiction. 
If k > i+j, then let qp be the rightmost unassigned exit terminal at a position 
<qk- Then there are, in Pi, zl, ¢~ red (resp. blue) entry terminals at positions >qp 
that have their assigned exit terminal to the left of qp. We then can show by a 
similar argument that 
UPa(q p, x b ) + upb(q p, Xb) -- down(qp, xb) 7 
4 / > ¢~' a contradiction. [] 
As already pointed out, • (and hence d) can be computed in O(n + m) time. This 
implies that we can compute an optimal assignment in time O((n + m)log(n + m)) 
time by first finding a and then using (once) the verification algorithm. 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
Theorem 4.4. The optimal density of  a 2-color one-to-any problem can be computed 
in O(n + m) time, and an assignment achieving the optimal density can be generated 
in O((n + m)log(n + m)) time. 
5. Conclusion 
Given r red and s blue entry terminals and m exit terminals, we gave an efficient 
algorithm for assigning an exit terminal to each entry terminal such that the 
resulting 2-color CRP has minimum red/blue density. The algorithm can be used 
in the layout design of integrated circuits. 
The k-color version of this problem is worth investigating for k _> 3. Generalizing 
Definition 4.1 to k colors is straightforward and it obviously gives a lower bound 
on the optimal k-color density. For the case of 3 colors, an analogous label com- 
putation in a corresponding assignment algorithm would use the dynamic version 
of both the 1- and 2-color problem. The difficulties arise in the proof of the lemma 
corresponding to Lemma 3.4. (It is currently unclear how a corresponding 'patch- 
up' step would have to be done.) However, we conjecture that our techniques can 
be extended for more than two colors. 
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